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Introduc tion
Thisreport entitled
tHigh Resolution Total Neutron Cross Sections between 0.5 - 30 MeV'
is published in one and the same edition as an external report of the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, as an
Euratom-report and as an EANDC-report under the referencenumbers KFK 1000, EUR 3963 e andEANDC (E)-
111 "u" respectively.
The book is a compilation of experimental results taken with the large neutron spectrometer of the Institut für
Angewandte Kernphysik of the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe. It is published to be of use to nuclear and
reactor physicists .interested in total neutron cross sectiohs and in particular to thos·e concerned with the
b ehavio r of fa s t neutrons .. innl1c:l~Cl.l."~~~Cl.c:torsand~inn~_y.troIl~~~lli~lds-.-----:TJa€,::pr-e-sentati0n-of~-expe-c1'-i-rneftta-1--4.Il~-~
formation in this report is graphicalonly. Nlimerical vaTues of the data included in this report are available
on 'requestfrom theENEA ", Ne utronData -Compilatio,n .·Centre ,91Gif-sur-YyetteB.P.9.
jt C
At the t~me of edition eros s sectionclata of the foHowing .n.ine elementsC, Q,Na,AJ,.. $,(:;a.,
available. In addition to these. results the compilation Will be supplernented withanyfurther data on atomic and
isotopic total neutron cross sections tobe rLleasured with the same facility. To facilitate the completion of this
compilation the kind of thislire:p{)T'tis()~t:1'~:n&..llo()1<.rty:eE:l •. ~o further data can be addedeasily.
The high resolution total neutron cross sections were measured using the fast neutron time-of-flight facility at
the Karlsruhe isöchronous cyclotron, described elsewhere1). Neutron production was achieved by (d, nx) reac-
tions ina thiek naturalüranill.fil.target bybombardfil.entöf4S±"SMeV deuterons from the internal beam of the
cyclotron. Bursts of high energy deuterons and of 1 nsecduration yield a broad neutron spectrum capable to
obtain useful neutron data in the energy region meritioned above~Time-of"flighfassignments were made with
a digital time sorter2 ),3). Typically 2 x 8000 time channels of 1 nsec channel width were used.
-2-
By timin g the neutrons over a 57 m flight path a total resolution of the spectrometer of about 0,03 nsec/m was
obtained.
The experimental work reported here has been performed partially in the frame work of the Karlsruhe Fast
Breeder Reaetor Projeet.
Arran,ßement and Graphs
The arrangement of this book is as follows: Information on the various elements is plaeed in order of their atomie
number. On the first page for each element there is a detailed deseription of the experimental eonditions, e. g.
sample thiekness, purity of the material, aeeurate length of the flight path, time resolution, isotopie abundanee
ete •• The following two pages showa survey presentationon a double-logarithmie seale to give a rough informa-
tion about the mean behaviour of the exeitatio,n funetion._'J:'l:l~~~l.lc:c:~~cl.~.t!KE~::g~~~_~()E-~aina.clc~tailedd.isplayo~the
data on a linear seale with the exeeption of some regions with a smooth energydependenee. The arrangement of
theplots is in order of increasing energy.
The absolute total eros s seetion in b~rn is plotted as a fuiicfion of the incident neutronenergy in MeV. Both the
double-logarithmic and the linear representafion of the data are plotted on elose -meshed grids for ease of
reading off the eros s seetion as weH as the energy values. In the detailed linear representation a eurve is drawn
through the data on eaeh of the graphs. The eurve is merely our own idea of a reasonable fit to the data; it
serves as an t eye-guide l only.
The data are presentedas elear and uniform a manner as was eonsistent with the representation of the time-of-
.. flight resultson aHneacr-energy seale. Toaceommodate on thefaet of inereasing resolutioh withdeCreasing energy
the total energy range was divided for all elements uniform1y into the following subintervals: O. 5 -0.6, 0.6 -0. 7,
0.7-0.9,0.9-1.2,1.2-1.5, 1.5-2.0, 2~0-3.0, 3.0 ...4~5, 4.5-7.0,7.0-12, and12-32 MeV.
•
-3-
In addition to the energy scale also the ordinate scale changes from one graph to the other to account for the large
differences in the fluctuation amplitudes occuring over the wide range of data.
Indication for these facts are not included in the graphs, except for the case that the ordinate scale does not start
at zero. This is expressed by the notation" zero suppres sed".
The statistical accuracy varying with energy is indicated by conventional error bars generally shown several times
in each graph. The error bars are not shown in the figures if these are smaller than the size of the open circles
representing data points. In some cases the original data were smoothed with a function given by the time distribu-
tion of the l-peak to reduce the point scatter. Those regions are characterized by special symbols.
Neither the survey nor the detailed representation oi the data contain any comparison with the results from other /
lab 0 rat 0 ries.' .Because oi thelargea.:rll()1l,ntoi theactl.l.a.l·g.9&a.~this-would-~gci-ve~-riseto-aloss.of~a.U~per~sp-e€ctiv-e~and
would considerably complicate the expeditious distribution of further data.
Notation
The notation us ed in this report is as follows
O"T = total cross section in barn
E = energy of the incident neutron in MeV (lab. syst.)
n






lenght of the flight path in meter
total time uncertainty of the spectrometer in nsec (FWHM oi the t-peak)
isotopic abundance of the sampie (e. g. natural or enriched)
-4-
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n = 0.2328 At/barn
p = 99.998 %
L 57. 5_4-Q~_m._--_(_0_.3~__Q~-9--MeJL)
1 = 57. 228 In ( o. 9 - 32 MeV)
At = 3. nsec (0.3 -0. 9 MeV)
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